Regioselective competitive adsorption of water and organic vapor mixtures on pristine single-walled carbon nanotube bundles.
Sequential adsorption of water and organic vapor mixtures onto single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) bundles is studied experimentally and by grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulation to elucidate the distinct interactions between select adsorbates and the nanoporous structure of SWNTs. Experimental adsorption isotherms on SWNT bundles for hexane, methyl ethyl ketone, cyclohexane, and toluene individually mixed in carrier gases that were nearly saturated with water vapor are compared with the GCMC-simulated isotherms for hexane, as a representative organic, on the external surface of the heterogeneous SWNT bundles. From the nearly perfect overlap between the experimental and simulated isotherms, it is concluded that until near saturation only the internal pore volume of pristine SWNT bundles fills with water. The adsorption of water vapor on the peripheral surface of the bundles remains insignificant, if not negligible, in comparison to the adsorption of water in the internal volume of the bundles. This is in contrast with the adsorption of pure hexane, which exhibits appreciable adsorption both inside the bundles and on their external surface. It is also suggested that during competitive adsorption, water molecules take precedence over small nonpolar and polar organic molecules for adsorption inside SWNTs and leave unoccupied the hydrophobic external surface of the bundles for other more compatible adsorbates.